Digital video contents now become easily available through internet and various media. The ease of availability made digital video popular over analog media like film or tape. At the same time it demands a sharp attention regarding the ownership issue. The ownership and integrity can easily be violated using different video editing softwares. In this regard we are proposing a framework which is able to embed a color watermark logo into the video frames of a video content. The quality of original video doesn't degrade, because in watermarked video, the color watermark is perceptually invisible to Human Visual System (HVS). As we are proposing blind extraction method, at the extraction end the prior knowledge of watermark or original video is not needed. The security issue is ensured with the help of a hash function and a secret key. The robustness of the proposed system is proven against different intentional attacks.
INTRODUCTION
Invisible watermarking is hiding a message signal into a host signal, without any perceptual distortion of the host signal. Usually, the host signal is a digital media, like audio, video or images [3] . Invisible video watermarking involves embedding watermark information into the frames those are derived from original digital video. Ideally, a user viewing the video cannot perceive a difference between the original, unmarked video and the marked video, but a watermark extraction application can read the watermark and obtain the embedded watermark [5] .
In context of video watermarking, the most popular application is copyright protection. The watermark is embedded into the digital video to prove the intellectual ownership of the content. Other application area includes -copy control, broadcast monitoring, authentication of video etc. [1] As per our proposal, we've modified the pixel values of video frames without the watermark being visible. Providing that a certain HVS threshold is not exceeded, the modified (watermarked) video will be undistinguishable to the human visual system. In current communication we are concentrating on three major aspects of our proposed framework-
Perceptual fidelity:
The difference in visual quality of the watermarked video compared to the original video will not perceived in HVS and in this regard we've achieved excellent result-set related to PSNR [6] [9] .
Accurate Extraction:
In proposed framework, accurate extraction of watermark from watermarked video frame has been done in a very efficient manner. We've implemented blind extraction method for watermark extraction, so that authentication will not be volatized.
Robustness:
Proposed system is able to resist different intentional attacks like -frame dropping, frame averaging, frame swapping to destroy the ownership of the video content.
In current communication we are discussing the technique for embedding watermark into video in section 2. Extraction of watermark has discussed in section 3. We've reported the experimental data flow analysis in section 4. The result set analysis has done in section 5 and the conclusions are being made in section 6.
TECHNIQUE FOR EMBEDDING WATERMARK
The proposed watermarking system considers a video content as a sequence of different consecutive images (video frames). Our color watermark is embedded frame by frame with our LSB scheme for invisible watermarking [7] [8]. Step 1:
Algorithm for Embedding Watermark
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4: L i = onebit_to_zero (Y ip ).
Step 5: H i = hash_to_generate_mesg_digest (L i , K)
Step 6: A i = extract_onebit (A)
Step 7: X i = compute_XOR (H i , A i )
Step 8: W i = replace (Y ip , X i )
Step 9: Y W = combine_frame_blocks (W i )
Step Figure 1 shows how the prototype system embeds a 64 X 64 pixels color watermark (A) into 720 X 480 pixels video frame (Y) of the original video (V O ) to produce watermarked video (V W ).
TECHNIQUE FOR EXTRACTING WATERMARK
The main flavor of our extraction technique is we need not to have the prior knowledge of watermark and the original video. We've implemented blind extraction method for watermark extraction.
The prototype system simply receives the watermarked video as input and the watermark will be extracted intact at the output end. In this regard we've achieved the maximum value of normalized correlation (nc) for uncompressed video sequence and that has reported in section 5. 
Algorithm for Extracting Watermark
Let the watermarked video sequence be ‗V W '. A color watermark ‗A' has embedded in it frame by frame. Any of the watermarked frame ‗Y W ' (still image) can be taken to extract watermark which guarantees the ownership authentication of the video content. As we've inserted the watermark information in all of the video frames, we can choose any frame for watermark extraction. In the following discussion, we concentrate on extracting some bit information of color watermark from the chosen watermarked frame block ‗Y W ' to retrieve the watermark ‗A′'.
[extract_color-watermark_LSB]
Input: Watermark embedded video sequence (V W ), Secret key (K).

Output: Extracted watermark (A′).
Step1 In the next section we've done an experimental data flow analysis that proves the efficiency of prototype system for embedding and extracting the color watermark.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FLOW ANALYSIS
In this section we are going to show, how the prescribed technique is applied on a video for embedding and extracting color watermark using two different algorithms those we've already defined in the previous section.
Algorithm Execution of Embedding Prototype
The 
Algorithm Execution of Extraction Prototype
At the extraction end we are taking watermarked video V W as our input. Then we need to convert it in video frames Y W . Each video frame is watermarked with the same watermark. Taking one of them we are intend to extract our watermark.
As per proposed algorithm we've simulated Y W into 24 equal blocks given by W i . And by extracting the LSB of ‗Blue' value of W i we've obtained R i .
The LSB of the binary values of W i is converted to zero to form L´ i .
On the other hand secret key generator will produce the same 16-bit key value, K=1001 0011 0101 0011. That's why we are having the same hash output H i is given below.
After performing a bitwise XOR operation we've obtained A′ i .
Observation
We can see that our watermark (A i ) which we've embedded to our host image and the extracted watermark (A´ i ) are same. Hence the extraction is proved perfect. And we've also ensured the blind method for watermark extraction as well.
In the next section we've reported the experimental result set analysis.
RESULT SET ANALYSIS
Our proposed scheme is carried out with detailed experiment. We've tested proposed framework on several video frames and we've found a set of excellent result set. It conforms the parity to our theoretical framework. In this section we've highlighted the following points:
o Perceptual fidelity/ Persistency in quality after embedding color watermark into video frames.
o Accurate extraction of watermark that ensures ownership authentication.
o Robustness against intentional attack-frame dropping, frame swapping, frame averaging etc.
Perceptual Fidelity
Our proposed framework has been tested on several uncompressed video sequence. It is ensured that the video frames successfully carried the persistency of their quality. Three of the tested result set are reported below, Figure 3 , Figure 4 , Figure 5 and some other tested results are depicted in Table. Figure 4 and Figure 5 it is clear that after embedding the color watermark to different video frames of 4:3 aspect ratio and 720 X 480 pixels [4] , the watermark is entirely invisible to the HVS. And 4 TH column of Table. 1 is provided in this respect. In this regard we've used a measure called PSNR. The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of watermarked video frame. It is most easily defined via the root mean squared error (RMSE) [1]. We've achieved excellent set of PSNR values for different video frames. It ensures the persistency in quality of watermarked video compared to the original. It also guarantees the watermark invisibility to HVS. In the next sub section we've discussed accurate extraction of watermark.
Accurate Extraction
Accurate extraction of watermark from watermarked video frame is very important aspect in ownership authentication. From Figure 3 , Figure 4 , Figure 5 shows that our prototype system is able to extract the same watermark that has embedded. The quantitive similarity measurement between the referenced watermark and extracted watermark is computed by normalized correlation (nc)
[2]. 4 TH column of Table. 2 shows the nc values for different video frames and conforms the superiority of proposed framework. It ensures that the extracted watermark retained as it is, since it attains maximum value of nc, i.e., unity. We've implemented blind method for watermark extraction. That means, neither the original video frame nor the watermark is needed at time of extraction. In the next sub section we've discussed the robustness of the prototype system.
Robustness against Intentional Attacks
Our prototype system is highly robust against intentional attacks. The typical intentional attacks will not be able to volatile the authentication of ownership. Intentional attacks can be classified into following categories [6] Frame Dropping -In this type of attack, one or many frame dropped from the video sequence to remove the watermarked frames. But in our prototype system, all of the video frames are watermarked by the same watermark. So we can easily extract the watermark from any arbitrarily chosen frame to establish the ownership authentication. Figure. 6 shows frame dropping attack.
Frame Swapping -It causes order modification of 2 or more consecutive frames. Our proposed system will not suffer by this attack. Because we didn't spread our watermark in consecutive frames. If the attacker swaps consecutive frames then also the prototype system will be able to extract the watermark intact. Figure. 7 shows frame swapping attack.
Frame Averaging -In this attack the mean of 2 or 3 consecutive frames are computed and those frames are replaced with the resultant averaged frames. Our proposed system is also able to resist this attack. During the attack, averaging watermarks in different video frames will amplify each other, because we've done the watermarking with the same watermark. Figure. 8 shows frame averaging attack.
Our prototype system has proven highly robust against common intentional attacks. In the next section we've drawn the conclusion.
We've used following software and hardware platform for framework implementation and detailed experimental analysis.
Software Specification -Windows NT as operating system, Java (j2sdk 1.4) programming language, JCreator Pro as program editor, Adobe Premiere Pro 1.5 for experimental analysis.
Hardware Specification -Intel core2duo (2.6 GHz) processor, 2MB L2 cache memory, Kingston 2GB DDR2 (533 MHz) primary memory, Seagate Barracuda 160GB (7200 rpm) secondary memory, Acer 21‖ LCD panel, NVIDIA 512MB graphics card.
CONCLUSION
Detailed experiment has been performed and it is found that our proposed framework is able to embed color watermark into video sequence in a very efficient manner and more over it ensures the persistency of quality of watermarked video. In watermarked video, the watermark is perceptually invisible to HVS. The extraction has done blindly i.e., neither the watermark nor the original video is needed at the time of watermark extraction. The security issue of prototype system enhanced with a secret key and hash function. Our proposed system is proven robust against intentional attacks. The limitation of proposed system is high computational complexity and need of uncompressed video for watermark embedding. For that reason the proposed framework is not suitable for real time video streaming like broadcast monitoring where embedding and extracting the watermark is performed in real time. But our system is extremely appropriate in other application fields like copyright protection, fingerprinting, copy control of DVD, TV shows those are not encoded and broadcasted in real time. As a future research scope we'll extend our proposed framework related to video compression like MPEG-4, MJPEG etc. 
